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ALL AUSTRALIAN COMPANY AND PROUD OF IT!

Taipan Traders P.D.S Data for 

Eggceptional - Q
No rinse, non-dangerous goods product

Sole distributor Bellsouth Poultry - 03 9796 7044

It is against the law not to read and understand the product label on the drum before use.
It is require by law to dispose of exhausted chemicals via correct pump out procedure.

Safety Advice: Taipan Traders strongly advise that the user of this product must read and fully understand both the PDS and 
MSDS data before using product.

This no rinse compound is designed to clean eggs and sanitise completely in an egg cleaning machine. Eggceptional-Q  has the 
advantage of two anti-bacterial agents, eliminating bacteria and cross infections. Eggceptional-Q  is primarily formulated for use 
in the discarded wash solution method of egg washing, which results in cleaner eggs. Wash solution should be approximately 
11-11.5 pH or an acceptable level of quat is 100-200 ppm. 

Note: Eggceptional-Q has no free chlorine available yet your eggs are clean and sanitised. Refer to MSDS data for more detailed 
information.

CLEAN SANITISED EGGS = SAFE FOOD

WARNING: Gloves and safety glasses must be worn at times whilst using this product in a manual suituation. Taipan Traders 
will not accept any liability for damaged equipment or product through misuse. 

Method of Use: Correct method is to use Quat tape to measure 100-200 ppm and use pH level indicator tape to measure.

Storage: Product is to be stored in a cool, protected area, sheltered from sun and rain. Do not stack drums on top of each 
other, due to possible chemical hazard. Do not store near other reactive chemicals. Refer MSDS data.

Safety Directions: Wear eye protection, gloves, rubber apron and boots. Avoid eye and skin contact with solution. Avoid 
inhalation of powder and or fumes.

First Aid: If swallowed contact a doctor or poisons information centre. Phone 13 11 26. If product makes contact with eyes, 
fl ush eyes with fresh water immediately for at least 15 minutes. Skin contact remove contaminated clothing, wash skin with 
neutral soap and water and report to doctor as soon as possible with MSDS data.

Emergency Phone: 0499 555 222 or 07 5559 1333

NOTICE: Taipan Traders imply the best of their fi eld experience. Any use of Taipan Traders products, which may cause any 
direct, indirect damages such as sickness, burns, ill health or whether based in contract, tort or negligence or otherwise.


